Master the Montage
What is a montage?

- The process or technique of selecting, editing, and piecing together separate sections of film to form a continuous whole.
What am I seeing on the screen?

- Source window
- Effects window
- Program window
- Timeline
The basics of putting it all together.

- **IN/OUT**
  - All editing software functions on an in and out system.

Keyboard shortcuts
- I = in
- O = out
The basics of putting it all together.

- Putting clips in

  Keyboard shortcuts
  , = Insert
  . = Overwrite
The basics of putting it all together.

- Taking clips out

  Keyboard shortcuts

  ; = Lift

  . = Extract
Keyboard shortcuts

I = in
O = out
, = Insert
. = Overwrite
; = Lift
. = Extract
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